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GRAPHIC COMPUTER SYSTEM AND KEYBOARD 

This application is a continuation of application Ser. 
No. 147,080, ?led June 24, 1980. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to computers and more 
particularly to a computer which utilizes a graphic 
keyboard and operating system which allows for pro 
cessing, programming and editing without the need for 
a complete knowledge of complex computer language. 

In the past a variety of methods have been used for 
the programming of computers. The most common is to 
initially design a program with the aid of a visual device 
known as a flow chart. As is understood by one skilled 
in the art, these flow charts follow the internal paths of 
the computer program and are quite complex. These 
flow charts utilize symbols which have become stan 
dardized and have been adopted by the American Na 
tional Standards Institute, Inc. in 1970 and approved by 
the Federal Of?ce of Management and Budget in 1973. 
The problems associated with the design of these con 
ventional flow charts, however, are that they are quite 
complex and require-a complete knowledge of com 
puter language in order to transfer the information or 
design of the program represented by the flow chart to 
the actual computer. 
The present invention has overcome the above prob 

lems by providing a system which allows for the ad 
dressing and manipulating of machine-language levels 
of sophisticated computers from a keyboard whose 
graphic symbols and simple descriptions can be widely 
and easily understood. The graphic ?ow-chart system 
and its associated keyboard of the present invention 
embodies a new higher level language which can be 
used directly with existing equipment, or with a com 
puter designed expressly for this new system, and/ or as 
a teaching tool. With a speci?c interface kit, this new 
flow chart system and its associated keyboard can be 
matched to any existing hardware and/or software. 
Explicit program-labelling formats can be ?tted tightly 
to these graphics, and the more complex the original 
language-operating system, the more unique the present 
invention’s simpli?cations. 

It is thus an object of the present invention to elimi 
nate the need to learn a complex computer language in 
order to program a computer. 

It is a further object of the present invention to pro 
vide easy transition from a computer ?ow chart to the 
actual programming of the computer. 

It is also an object of the present invention to develop 
a computer system built around the invention, or which 
may be adapted to existing computers. 
These and other objects will more clearly appear 

when taken in conjunction with the following disclo 
sure and the appended claims. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

For a fuller understanding of the invention reference 
is had to the following description taken in connection 
with the accompanying drawings of the preferred em 
bodiment in which: 
FIG. 1 is a schematic representation of the keyboard 

of the present invention depicting a ?rst mode of sym 
bols represented by the keys in the vertical columns. 
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2 
FIG. 2 is a schematic representation of the keyboard 

of the present invention depicting a second mode of 
symbols for the second column of keys. 
FIGS. 3A and 3B depict a number of graphic symbols 

used in the present invention and their meaning. 
FIGS. 4-14 diagrammatically illustrate the develop 

ment of a typical program flow chart in accordance 
with the present invention. 
The ?gures and symbols herein were chosen to dem 

onstrate the principle of this invention and are not in 
tended to imply limits of application. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

Referring now more particularly to the accompany 
ing drawings, wherein like numerals designate similar 
parts throughout the various views, attention is directed 
?rst to FIG. 1, wherein the keyboard of the present 
invention is designated generally by reference number 
10. As can be seen from the drawing, keyboard 10 is 
provided with three columns of keys, A, B, and C, each 
column comprising ?ve vertical keys. Keyboard 10 also 
is provided with two mode-movement shift mode 
switch 11 and column switch 12 which are adapted to 
execute the steps contained in the flow chart prepared 
using the graphic symbols of the present invention. 
Column switch 12 is additionally a three-position 
switch to control the cursor. Generally, keyboard 10 
constitutes a programming-editing-processing tool de 
signed to be used in conjunction with a conventional 
computer keyboard (not shown) which represents the 
present invention’s description column. 

Moreover, as will be seen, the order in which the 
prgram is entered into the computer follows the precise . 
order laid down in the flow chart prepared in accor 
dance with the present invention. In addition, the pres 
ent invention is applicable to computers which require 
stepped numbers (e.g., sequential statement numbers) 
and to those which do not require this numbered order. 
Note that the information to be entered into the descrip 
tion portion of the program can be written in typewriter 
fashion using familiar alphanumerics and plain English, 
or a readily understood shorthand version of English. 
(Other languages are equally applicable.) 

Basically, the keyboard and operating system of the 
present invention employs three familiar elements of 
standard computer languages: nouns, verbs and modi? 
ers which in accepted computer equivalents are names, 
operators and instructions. It has been found helpful in 
explaining the present invention to think of computer 
instructions as modi?ers, that is, as adjectives and ad 
verbs. 
The present system retrieves its data by names—a 

noun speci?c to every element stored subject to re 
trieval. Names are always assocated with places (ad 
dresses). Names are distinguished from remarks in a 
familiar fashion, i.e., a remark is a constant while a name 
is a variable with its place. In operation the present 
system should be designed to automatically distinguish 
between program places and storage places. 

Referring again to FIG. 1, it can be seen that column 
A comprises ?ve vertical keys each provided with a 
single graphic symbol which is associated with the func 
tion of- that key. For example, depression of the upper 
most key in column A will give the operator access to 
the CRT either for input or output depending upon 
which of the modi?er keys in column B is depressed. 
For an explanation of the symbols depicted on the keys 
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in FIG. 1 and 2, attention is directed to FIG. 3. Note, 
however, that by changing the position of the four 
phased mode switch 11, the graphic symbols depicted 
on each of the keys may be changed. This means that 
each key is capable of projecting many different sym 
bols onto the visible upper surface. Although most of 
this potential is not required in most application, it rep 
resents a simple way to expand the system. This is espe 
cially important when you look at the ?rst column of 
keys in FIG. 1 and contemplate the addition of more 
computer attachments. It means that each of those keys 
can represent several peripheral attachments, each with 
its identifying ' symbol. 
Column switch 12 is provided with arrows which 

indicate the direction of column activation and/or cur 
sor movement and allows the operator to select any 
column of the graphic keyboard to be used. Column 
switch 12 also allows the operator to shift to the con 
ventional keyboard for entering informaton in the de 
scription bank of the computer. 
Located between the rocker mode switch 11 and 

column switch 12 and the graphic keys, indicator light 
signals 13 identify which row (or rows) the operator (or 
the system) has activated. This may be accomplished by 
the use of standard LEDS, moreover, the keyboard of 
the present invention may be constructed such that 
when the operator selects a particular column, all of the 
key lights are activated, and further, when one of the 
keys in that column is pressed, the other lights go out. 

In a typical application, the operator would select a 
column of graphic keys by moving column switch 12 to 
the appropriate position. Mode switch 11 would then 
select between the possible graphic pictures represented 
by the keys. As can be seen from FIG. 2, the Central 
Processing Unit keys (CPU) double as editing keys 
when mode switch 11 is in the “second” mode, i.e., in a 
mode which is different from that represented by the 
symbols shown in FIG. 1. Column C is used either with 
programming or editing functions, as for example, in 
serting and running a program (including STOP) which 
are part of the editing function. 
Note that the two mode-shift movement mode switch 

11 and column switch 12 are useful in teaching the 
present graphic system in that they permit an inexperi 
enced operator to correct and improve programs in a 
straightforward linear fashion which exactly follows 
the visual form of the graphic flow chart. 
The keyboard arrows, including the input-output 

arrows of the CPU column and the directional triangles 
on column C of graphic keys, are to be considered as 
destination indicators and tabulation keys. As would be 
understood by one skilled in the art, automatic functions 
for these arrows are incorporated in the softward and 
?rmware of the operating system. 

All automatic functions peculiar to the graphic sys 
tem are optional. The following are a number of auto 
matic functions which may be incorporated in the pres 
ent invention: 

(1) When the operator selects a storage place in a 
program (having depressed a graphic key indicating 
such a place), the program is moved automatically to 
the description column (the conventional input key 
board) where the operator is required to name (identify) 
the storage place. - 

(2) Similarly, when a destination-arrow key is de 
pressed, the program is moved to the description col 
umn where the operator is required to name the entry 
point. 
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(3) In the same fashion, when the entry key on the 

graphic keyboard is depressed, the program is moved to 
the description column for the operator to name the 
entry point. 

It is obvious that other aids to programming can be 
incorporated with appropriate graphic symbols to func 
tion automatically. The three examples above demon 
strate the way the graphic keyboard and operating sys~ 
tem provides such functions. 

All automatic movements are indicated by activation 
of an appropriate signal light—in most instances a con 
ventional LED. 

Further examples of automatic functions include: 
DELETE 
INSERT 
MOVE 
CORRECT (change) 
SEARCH 
RESTORE . 

To modify a program or to edit a text, the operator 
would shift to the editing mode on the graphics key 
board. The operator can then search and/or execute 
any of the above functions on any of the four keyboard 
columns. In each instance, the selected graphic sumbol 
and its name would be shown on the CRT and/or by 
appropriate light signals. 
By merely typing one of these six names at the appro 

priate point in the description portion of the program, 
the operator activates that function. The operator also 
has the option of activating the desired function by 
depressing the key bearing the appropriate symbol on 
the graphics keyboard. 
While it is obvious that CORRECT (change) could 

have been eliminated and these functions relegated to 
DELETE and INSERT, the CORRECT (change) 
function was chosen to demonstrate a further applica 
tion of the present invention. CORRECT (change) can 
be reserved for small-order revisions-single symbols 
and/or single words. In that case, DELETE and IN 
SERT can be used to edit large blocks of text or pro 
grams. 

Referring to the above-identi?ed examples: 
RESTORE is part of the SEARCH function. It is 

essentially a STORAGE and RECALL system which 
can be used in many ways, including debugging pro 
grams.‘ It allows the operator to ?nd any previously 
modi?ed position in a program. The operator can then 
RESTORE anything which may have been previously 
changed or eliminated after that point. This allows the 
programmer to rework a program, changing it accord 
ing to a new concept. It also gives the programmer 
freedom to experiment with alternatives while not los 
ing the main line of a program. 
CORRECT (change), also incorporated into 

SEARCH, allows the operator to find a pre-selected 
place in a program or text where a correction or change 
is desired. 
MOVE, DELETE and INSERT operate in similar 

ways. MOVE becomes a selective SEARCH and edit 
ing command whose function is indicated by a graphic 
symbol (a moving van). To MOVE blocks of text or of 
a program, the graphic symbols and their arrows guide 
speci?c changes. The operator can tell by the arrows in 
which direction the movement goes. New positions for 
what is MOVEd are seen on the CRT, called up by 
depressing the appropriate graphic keys. 

Referring to FIG. 3, a number of graphic symbols are 
depicted with their meanings. Using these symbols, it is 
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possible to construct a flow chart which begins at the 
top of a page and continues downward in a structured 
and linear fashion. It does not split into separated multi 
ple paths as the standard flow charts of the prior art 
often do. Therefore, once constructed the program 
represented by the flow chart may easily be transferred 
to the computer via the graphic symbols. In order to 
more fully understand the present invention, the follow 
ing example of a program for a simple car maintenance 
program is given below utilizing the graphic symbols of 
the present invention. p As with any program, it is 
necessary that an objective be set and an outline be 
drawn. A preliminary outline can be as follows: 

(1) Change oil and lube every three months or 3000 
miles; 

(2) Change oil ?lter every second oil change; 
(3) Rotate tires and check brakes every 6000 miles. 

The above outline provides the rules from which the 
maintenance tires and/or mileage can be ?gured. The 
program will use records of when service was last per 
formed and these rules will be used to calculate when 
the next service must be done. Note that at this point the 
objective and the outline of the program is verbal. After 
the outline is completed it is broken down into manage 
able pieces which will contain every switching opera 
tion. Each piece will be given a name which will be 
carried through to the ?nal program. In addition, state 
ment numbers will be assigned to each step starting at 
1000 and counting by thousands for major steps, giving 
the smaller numbers between to the smaller steps. 

In preparing the ?ow chart of the present invention, 
it is bene?cial to divide the chart into three vertical 
columns which correspond to the three vertical col 
umns of keys depicted in FIG. 1. 
The ?rst thing that should appear on the ?ow chart is 

“The Title.” The program’s beginning is indicated on 
the chart by an oval box containing the word 
“START.” Since BASIC (a typical computer language) 
programs always start with the smallest numbered state 
ment and proceed sequentially to the largest, the ?ow 
chart starts with the smallest number, as shown in FIG. 
4. 
The object of the present flow chart is to provide a 

smooth transition from ?ow chart to computer. To do 
this, the description column is vital, even though the 
overall program strategy is contained in the ?rst three 
columns. In the description column, things such as main 
statement numbers, variable names, re-routes and 
switching operations are identi?ed. The resulting map 
will translate easily into BASIC or other programming 
languages. 
Note that information is ?rst given to the program 

uses via the CRT, just one step on the flow chart. Other 
details include the START symbol and beginning state 
ment number which is circled. 
The program user now chooses between: (1) record 

ing completed service or (2) displaying the upcoming 
maintenance as diagrammed below. The existing main 
tenance records can be copied from cassette tape stor 
age. Two tapes are needed—one for the program and 
one for the maintenance records. ' _ 

The program tape will be copied using the BASIC 
“LOAD” statement. The record tape will be controlled 
by the program. (Note that the ?rst time this program is 
used appropriate information must be provided on the 
record tape for the program to RUN). 

Since both functions use the information stored on 
the record tape, the records should be copied at this 
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stage. That way the copying operations only have to be 
in the program once. The program tells the user to put 
the cassette into the recorder and rewind the tape. The 
program must be stopped while this is done and a way 
to restart it from the keyboard must be provided when 
the cassette is ready. Look at the description column. 
The INPUT symbol for this step is accompanied by a 
descriptive “WAIT FOR ‘RETURN’.” 
Assuming the wrong tape is accidentally inserted, the 

program may provide a solution, as shown in FIG. 5. 
Many times tapes are not fully rewound. In order to 

overcome this, what is shown in FIG. 6 may be added 
to the flow chart. 

Aachoice between two functions must then be made. 
There are many ways to do this. The most common is to 
list functions and let the program user type the ?rst 
letter of the choice. This means, of course, that no two 
functions can start with the same letter. In this program, 
wherein the two functions are RECORD COM~> 
PLETED MAINTENANCE and DISPLAY 
SCHEDULE, that presents no problem, as shown in 
FIG. 7. 

Part one of the outline now contains only the one 
item: the selection must be checked and the program 
re-routed to the correct routine. If one of the required 
letters is not typed, the program should return to the 
point where a selection is made, as shown in FIG. 8. 

Section two of the outline must provide access to 
each maintenance record individually and compute the 
next maintenance. It should start with a title and the list 
of maintenance functions from which you can choose, 
as shown in FIG. 9. 
The three selections need three “REROUTE?” sym 

bols in the flow chart, as shown in FIG. 10. 
Maintenance routines work with information pertain 

ing to each routine. The information is organized in 
groups corresponding to each maintenance function. 
Each group is known as a record. The complete collec 
tion of records is called a ?le. We have three mainte 
nance records in the maintenance ?le. 
The rest of the routines use the various maintenance 

records. Part Two of the outline changes the informa 
tion in the records to re?ect completed servicing. Part 
Three displays the record information on the screen. 

Routines in Part Two request the necessary informa 
tion from the program user. This information on ser 
vices performed together with the rules from the own 
er’s manual on the car establish the next date and/or 
mileage for a servicing. This information is stored in the 
relevant record, an updated record ?le on a “CAR 
MAINTENANCE FILE” cassette. 
The ?rst routine is “LUBE AND OIL.” This must be 

done (in our example) every 3000 miles or three months, 
whichever comes ?rst. It must request date and mileage 
from the program user. It will then calculate the date 
and mileage for the next such servicing and automati 
cally put these into the “LUBE AND OIL” record, as 
shown in FIG. 11. 

Finished with the “LUBE AND OIL” function, the 
program can either END or go back to Part One of the 
outline where you choose between the two functions. 
Going back to the start also makes it possible to run this 
or another part of the program without restarting. Since 
the information tape must be read again if the program 
is re-started from the beginning, the program is easier to 
use if it returns to the function choice and eliminates 
unnecessary operations, as shown in FIG. 12. 
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The “OIL FILTER” routine might best be included 
in the lube and oil routine, but the example assumes that 
it is separate just to outline the operations. 
For this step the date and mileage is needed, as shown 

in FIG. 13. ' 
Tire rotation and brake inspection use mileage only, 

as shown in FIG. 14, which completes the flow chart. 
As would be understood by one skilled in the art, the 

above program may be simpli?ed and/or improved in a 
number of ways, as for example, by combining the oil 
?lter and oil change portion of the program. It will 
suf?ce to say, however, that the above example repre 
sents the basic use of the graphic symbols of the present 
invention. It should also be apparent that using the 
above ?ow chart even an inexperienced operator could 
enter the represented program into a computer using 
the graphic keyboard shown in FIGS. 1 and 2. 

Since from‘the foregoing the advantages of the de 
vice may be readily understood, further explanation is 
believed to be unnessary. However, since numerous 
modi?cations will readily occur to those skilled in the 

> art after consideration of the foregoing speci?cation 
and accompanying drawings, it is not intended that the 
invention be limited to the exact construction shown 
and described, but all suitable modi?cations and equiva 
lents may be resorted to which fall within the scope of 
the appended claims. Having described the invention, 
What I claim is: I . 

1. A method for entering a source program written in 
a high level graphic programming language into a data 
processing system for use with an interface such as a 
compiler or interpreter to generate a machine level 
object program, said data processing system having a 
standard typewriter style keyboard and a multicolumn 
graphic keyboard, said method comprising the steps of, 

preparing a single path programming flow chart con 
sisting of accessory symbols, CPU symbols and 
re-route symbols, said preparing step including the 
steps of choosing selected ones of said accessory 
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symbols, CPU symbols and re-route symbols to 
define a data processing program and arranging 
said chosen symbols in a single sequence from a 
commencement point in said single path flow chart 
to a termination point in said single path ?ow chart, 

selecting from said multicolumn graphic keyboard, 
comprising a ?rst column of accessory symbol 
keys, a second column of CPU symbol keys and a 
third column of re-route symbol keys, a ?rst sym 
bol key corresponding to a ?rst symbol in said 
single path programming ?ow chart and activating 
said selected ?rst symbol key, and 

selecting and activating, in sequence, subsequent to 
activation of said ?rst symbol key, keys from said 
multicolumn keyboard corresponding to each sym 
bol in said single path programming ?ow chart 
from said commencement point in said flow chart 
to said termination point in said ?ow chart, 
whereby a user of said‘ data processing system may 
input a computer program represented by said 
single path programming flow chart directly into 
said data processing system by selectively activat 

_ ing accessory symbol keys, CPU symbol keys and 
re-route symbol keys corresponding to- said acces 
sary symbols, CPU symbols and re-route symbols 
chosen for said single-path programming flow 
chart. v 

2. The improved method of claim 1 wherein there is 
further included the step of establishing a ?xed relation 
ship between keys on said graphic keyboard and said 
programming symbols. 

3. The improved method of claim 1 wherein said 
entering programming information step includes the 
step of selecting keys on said graphic keyboard from 
functional groups of keys, said functional groups of ‘keys 
representing selected computer functions of internal 
processing, editing, branching, and accessory selection. 

* * * * >l< ' 


